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ABSTRACT
A planar model for the mechanics of a vehiclepedestrian collision is presented, analyzed and
compared to experimental data. It takes into account
the significant physical parameters of wrap and forward
projection collisions and is suitable for solution using
mathematics software or spreadsheets. Parameters
related to the pedestrian and taken into account include
horizontal distance traveled between primary and
secondary impacts with the vehicle, launch angle,
center-of-gravity height at launch, the relative forward
speed of the pedestrian to the car at launch, distance
from launch to a ground impact, distance from ground
impact to rest and pedestrian-ground drag factor.
Vehicle and roadway parameters include postimpact,
constant-velocity vehicle travel distance, continued
vehicle travel distance to rest with uniform deceleration
and relative distance between rest positions of vehicle
and pedestrian.
The model is presented in two forms. The first relates
the throw distance, sp, to the initial vehicle speed, v c0,
that is, sp = f(v c0). The second, intended for
reconstruction, relates the vehicle speed, v c0, to the
pedestrian throw distance, sp, that is, v c0 = f(sp). The
first form is used extensively in the paper as means of
comparison of the model to over 14 selected sets of
experimental data taken from the current literature. The
second form is fit to experimental data, providing
values of two model parameters, A and B.
INTRODUCTION
Well over 400 technical papers have been written in the
past 30, or so, years on the topic of vehicle-pedestrian

accidents. A significant number of these articles
present and discuss statistics of pedestrian accidents,
types and trends of injuries, types, trends and
categories of vehicle frontal geometries, typical vehicle
deformations, etc. Others present and discuss physical
and mathematical models for the analysis and
reconstruction of such pedestrian accidents. The form
of these models varies widely, however and ranges
from statistical and/or empirical equations to relatively
sophisticated mathematical mechanics models.
Examples of the former are Evans & Smith (1999),
Happer, et al. (2000) and Limpert (1984, 1998).
Examples of the latter include the simulation models of
van Wijk, et al., (1983), Moser, et al., (2000) and the
momentum models of Wood, (1988). A compilation of
numerous vehicle-pedestrian accident reconstruction
formulas is given by Russell, (undated). A book by
Eubanks (1994), gives broad coverage to pedestrian
accidents including related topics such as tabulated
pedestrian speeds. A compilation of technical papers
representing basic studies and results is contained in a
volume edited by Backaitis (1990).
This paper deals with throw distance, the distance
along the road between the location of the initial
pedestrian-vehicle contact and the pedestrian rest
position. It deals with modeling of the relationship
between throw distance and vehicle speed. Using
mathematics and physics to model the throw distance
presents a challenge, for several reasons. First and
foremost is the fact that relative to the vehicle, the
human body is articulated, flexible and soft, though the
skeletal structure provides limited rigidity (but capable
of fracture). For low vehicle frontal shapes, it is
common to have a primary collision between the frontal
portion of the vehicle (bumper, grill, etc.) and the lower

part
of
the
pedestrian followed
by a secondary
collision of an upper
part
of
the
pedestrian with the
hood, windshield or
roof as shown in Fig.
1. In low speed
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Figure 1. Diagram of primary (top) and secondary
secondary (bottom) impacts between a may be nonexistent
pedestrian and a vehicle.
or minor. W ide
variations occur in human size, weight and form; wide
variations exist in the size and frontal geometry of
vehicles and wide variations occur in the initial
conditions of contact between the two. For a given
human form, size and weight and a given vehicle
frontal geometry and compliance, the resulting motion
of the pedestrian depends significantly on the initial
speed of the vehicle. All of these effects couple since
the location and severity of a secondary collision is
dependent on the speed. In addition, a portion of the
pedestrian’s motion before coming to rest is with
ground contact. Because of the articulated shape of the
human body, this motion can consist of combinations of
bouncing, tumbling, rolling and sliding. In fact, this type
of motion has received considerable attention in its own
right; for example see Bratten (1989) and Searle
(1993). All of these variations are difficult to model.
They also are difficult to control during experiments.

that have both primary and secondary collisions and a
forward projection has only a primary collision. Of
course, aberrations occur. An example of this category
is where a pedestrian rises up onto the hood, perhaps
suffers a secondary collision, and remains on the hood
without being thrown forward. In cases such as these,
the pedestrian typically slides from the hood either to
the side or forward, depending on the braking and
steering of the vehicle. In this case there is a "carry"
phase between impact and flight. This is not considered
in this paper. The model developed in this paper is
intended to handle wrap, forward projection, roof vault
and somersault collisions. Unfortunately, there seems
to be no experimental data available to study the last 2
categories, so these are not treated here in any depth.

Limpert (1998) splits a vehicle-pedestrian collision into
3 phases, the impact phase, the flight phase and the
sliding and/or rolling phase. Five categories of vehiclepedestrian collisions are described by Ravani, et al.,
(1981), Brooks, et al. (1987) and others. These are
wrap, forward projection, fender vault, roof vault and
somersault collisions. A wrap collision is one where a
significant portion of the pedestrian’s body extends
above the forward or frontal portion of the vehicle and
the pedestrian’s body "wraps" up onto another portion
of the vehicle such as the hood (bonnet), windshield
and/or roof; such as in Fig 1. Wrap contact is
accompanied by a rotation and bending of the
pedestrian’s body and often is followed by a secondary
impact of the head and/or upper torso. In a fender
vault, the pedestrian falls or rolls off to the side of the
moving vehicle. For a roof vault, the vehicle passes
under the pedestrian as it does for a somersault, where
the pedestrian goes over the roof and rotates, typically
to an inverted, head-down, position.

The size and frontal geometry of the vehicle are factors
that influence the mechanics of throw distance. Many
authors have studied these aspects of collisions; for
example, see Ashton and Mackay (1979), Sturtz and
Suren (1976) and Evans and Smith (1999). There
appears to be some disagreement on the significance
of frontal geometry. On the one hand, Limpert (1998)
claims that frontal geometry and the identification and
measurement of the location of the secondary impact
can be critical in reconstruction to the extent that small
errors can result in significant differences in speed
reconstruction. Yet, Evans and Smith (1999) say that
the effect of frontal geometry is overrated. On balance,
frontal geometry probably does play a role in vehiclepedestrian mechanics and reconstruction but has no
special significance or sensitivity. It is also likely that
the vehicle frontal geometry, pedestrian height, weight
and speed factors interact, or couple. For a given
frontal geometry, the location and severity of the
secondary impact depends on the speed and
pedestrian geometry. In the model that is presented, a
single variable is used to represent the distance

In this paper, wrap collisions are considered to be those

Following impact the pedestrian then is thrown forward
from the vehicle and begins a flight phase, particularly
if the vehicle is decelerating. A forward projection
collision is usually defined for a type of collision where
the pedestrian’s body does not extend significantly
above the forward portion of the vehicle and the initial
contact drives the pedestrian directly forward into the
flight phase after a single impact. In both categories,
the pedestrian’s center of gravity is above the ground
when it departs contact with the car. The mechanics of
the flight phase can be described by the equations of
free flight under gravity. Ordinarily, air drag is
neglected for the flight phase and is neglected here.
The flight phase is followed by an impact with the
ground.
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Figure 2. Coordinates, variables and events corresponding to a vehicle-pedestrian collision.

between the primary impact and the secondary impact.
A main goal of this paper is to develop a model of a
vehicle-pedestrian collision that is somewhat more
comprehensive than others, yet is not overly complex
and remains practical and realistic. A comparison is
made of the model with experimental results. This
comparison is rather extensive yet not fully satisfying,
for several reasons. One reason is that measurements
of some of the variables included in the model (such as
the range of the flight phase and slide distance)
typically are not made or reported from experiments
and so direct comparisons cannot be made. Other
factors play a role such as the common use of
dummies for experiments (for obvious reasons). The
differences between results from experiments using
dummies and humans often is investigated through the
use of actual accidents. Actual accidents, of course,
require reconstruction, a process that introduces
another set of associated unknowns and variations.
Wood and Simms (1999) discuss some of these issues.
Another approach is to use cadavers, but the number of
such experiments is limited; these results also have
their own peculiarities. Part of the paper is devoted to
a preliminary analysis of some of the data used in the
comparisons.
Caution must always be used in the application of any
mathematical model of the mechanics of vehiclepedestrian collisions. Collisions are not ideal. A
pedestrian is not a rigid body, contact often occurs
between the pedestrian and vehicle during the early
part of the flight phase, motion along the ground is

combination of sliding, rolling & tumbling, not simply
sliding, etc. Consequently, wide variations can be
expected between theory and practice. And, in fact,
wide variations occur in experiments. This must be
taken into account. A concerted study of the case-tocase variations from the model is not made in this
paper since many of the variables in the model remain
unmeasured; more experimental work needs to be
done. Confidence limits have been studied by other
authors such as Evans & Smith (1999) and Happer, et
al. (2000). Typically these limits are broad and may not
apply directly to a particular data set or to a specific
application of a model.
A simplified pedestrian collision index model is
presented. A purpose for the collision index model is
that it can be used to help interpret experimental data.
It also is compared to the paper’s model in predicting
pedestrian collision mechanics.
PEDESTRIAN IMPACT MODEL
THROW DISTANCE MODEL
Figure 2 shows a diagram that illustrates coordinates,
parameters and some of the events of a vehiclepedestrian collision. An objective is to determine the
total throw distance, sp, as a function of the initial
vehicle speed, v c0, with all of the other quantities (such
as launch angle, 2, launch height, h, road grade, n,
etc.) treated as known parameters. Another objective is
to model the motion of the vehicle and relate it to the
pedestrian throw distance.

The throw distance
can be written as:
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Figure 3. Sample relationship between
the time between the
xL and the initial vehicle speed.
primary
and
secondary impacts. The parameter xL is included to
represent the combined influence of the vehicle frontal
geometry, pedestrian center-of-gravity height at impact,
and vehicle speed dependence of the secondary
impact. R is the range, or ground distance, covered
during the flight phase and s is the distance between
the ground impact of the pedestrian and the rest
position. Some analysts, such as Limpert (1998),
represent the initial velocity of the pedestrian, v p0, as a
fraction or multiple of the forward speed of the vehicle.
For that reason (and to allow comparisons of this
concept with experimental results) the initial launch
speed of the pedestrian, v p0, is expressed as
1

vc0 where

v p 0 = α vc′0

(2)

where " is a constant and v’c0 is the speed of the car at
the time the pedestrian is launched. The pedestrian is
launched following the secondary collision, or the
primary, if no secondary collision takes place. Between
initial contact and launch, the pedestrian is brought up
to speed and the vehicle suffers a momentum loss.
Based on conservation of momentum,

vc′0 =

mc
vc 0
mc + m p

(3)

where v c0 is the speed of the vehicle at initial contact,
mc is the mass of the vehicle and mp is the mass of the
pedestrian. The range, R can be expressed as

R = v p 0 cosθ tR − g sin ϕ tR / 2
2

(4)

The quantity tR is the flight time from launch to ground
contact and is

tR =

v p 0 sin θ
g cosϕ

+

v 2p 0 sin θ + 2 gh cosϕ
g cos ϕ

(5)

The velocity components of the pedestrian at the time
of ground impact are:

v pRx = v p 0 cosθ − g sin ϕ t R

(6)

and

v pRy = v p 0 sin θ − g cosϕ t R

(7)

These last two velocity components are velocity
components just as the pedestrian impacts the ground.
Following impact, vertical rebound is possible, even
bouncing is possible. However, it can be shown that the
horizontal travel distance is not highly dependent on
multiple bouncing. Consequently, it is assumed that
there is a single impact normal to the ground and that
it is perfectly inelastic, so the postimpact rebound
velocity is

v ′pRy = 0

(8)

Further, it is assumed that Coulomb friction acts during
the impact with the ground so the tangential component
of the postimpact velocity is given by:

v ′pRx = v pRx + µ v pRy

(9)

The quantity, :, is the ratio of the tangential impulse to
the normal impulse during the impact. Throughout this
paper, the pedestrian sliding drag factor is used for :.
Note that v pRy is negative so that v’pRx < v pRx. The final
part of the throw distance is the slide distance, s. This
is calculated using a pedestrian drag factor, fp where:

s=

(

(v ′ )

2

pRx

2 g f p cosϕ + sin ϕ

)

(10)

The model for pedestrian throw distance now is
complete where sp = f(v c) is given by using Eq 4 and
10 with Eq 1.
It was mentioned above that xL
Modeling of xL
represents the distance the pedestrian (center of
gravity) travels in the time between the initial and
secondary impacts with the vehicle. In tests with
dummies, Kallieris and Schmidt (1988) found that the
location of the secondary impact depends on the speed
of the car. Similar results were found by van Wijk, et
al., (1983) from reconstructed accidents. In the
following, a bilinear function is used to represent this
distance as it varies with vehicle speed. Figure 3 shows
the function where the values, x1 = 0.5 m (1.6 ft), x2 =
1.5 m (4.9 ft), v 1 = 5 m/s (11 mph) and v 2 = 20 m/s (45
mph) are used in this paper. By definition, xL = 0 for
forward projection collisions. To some extent, the
nonlinear function in Fig 3 is arbitrary and requires
experimental verification but it does allow roof vaults
and somersaults to be modeled.
VEHICLE MOTION
Vehicle motion exists simultaneously with the
pedestrian motion and is separated into 3 portions. The
first is a distance, s0. As a rough approximation, it is
assumed that over the distance, xL, the pedestrian

travels at half its launch velocity so, t0 . xL'(v’c0'2) and
s0 . v c0 t0. Next, the vehicle can travel a distance, s1, at
constant velocity and finally a subsequent portion of the
motion, s2, with constant deceleration, a2. Of course, s1
can be zero if deceleration exists from t0 to rest.
Consequently,

a 2 ( t c − t c1 ) / 2 − s p
2

(11)

(12)

For wrap collisions, Evans & Smith choose c2 = 0 and
find (by fitting Eq 12 to specific experimental data) that
c1 = 1'3.582 s2'm. Happer, et al., find values of c1 =
1'3.532 s2'm and c2 = 0.72 m's for wrap collisions by
fitting to a wide range of experimental data. As a
means for comparison of experimental data sets later
in this paper, a throw distance drag index is defined by
an equation as Eq 12 with c2 = 0, representing
equivalent constant acceleration motion:

v 2 c0
2 g sp

(15)

and

B = x L + f ph

vc 0 = A
A = Ap

Evans & Smith (1999) and Happer, et al. (2000), use
curve fitting techniques to arrive at a relationship
between the throw distance, sp, and the initial vehicle
speed, v c0. A modified form of their relationship is:

f eq =

f p2 sin 2 θ + f p sin 2θ + cos2 θ

(16)

sp − B

(17)

where

THROW DISTANCE INDEX

s p = c1 (vc0 + c2 ) 2

2 f pg

Using Eq 2, 3 and 14, the velocity of the car can be
expressed as:

d = s0 + s1 + s2 − s p
d = vc 0t0 + vc′0 (t c1 − t 0 ) +

Ap =

(13)

Note that feq is an equivalent constant drag factor
corresponding to the entire throw distance, sp, and not
just the distance, s, when the pedestrian is in contact
with the ground. The quantity feq corresponds to a
fictitious, average deceleration factor for the throw
distance process from impact to rest.

mc + m p

αmc

(18)

With the exception that n . 0, this model is a true
inverse of the above throw-distance model. Recall that
Eq 12, solved for the velocity v c0, also is an equation
used for reconstruction. Equations 17 and 12 have
subtle, but important differences. First, since it is
derived analytically not empirically, the parameters
contained in A and B have physical interpretation,
making Eq 17 more meaningful as well as more
flexible. Admittedly, the values of the parameters in A
and B are not always easy to estimate for specific
reconstructions. Another difference between Eq 17 and
12 concerns their form. Eq 12 has an offset in the
velocity whereas Eq 17 has an offset in the throw
distance. Later, it will be seen that a deficiency with the
throw distance index, Eq 13, is that at low velocities, it
tends to underestimate the throw distance. Allowing a
shift in the sp coordinate permits better matching of
experimental results.
The method of least squares was used to find values of
A and B that fit the model to experimental data. This
will be discussed later in more detail.
EXPERIMENTAL DATA
PEDESTRIAN DRAG FACTORS

RECONSTRUCTION THROW MODEL
If the road grade angle, n, is close to zero, n . 0, the
pedestrian throw-distance model derived above (given
by Eq 4, 10 and Eq 1) can be put into a form more
useful for reconstruction of the speed of the vehicle.
Doing this, an equation for the initial launch speed of
the pedestrian, v p0, is:

v p 0 = Ap s p − B
where

(14)

Experimental Values of Hill
The above pedestrianimpact model involves a calculation using the impulse
ratio, :, on the coefficient of pedestrian-ground friction
(pedestrian drag factor) as it strikes and momentarily
slides along the road surface. This parameter has not
been measured for pedestrians. Experimental data are
therefore needed. Hill performed a number of staged
experiments designed to measure the coefficient of
friction from impact to rest. He used an adult size
dummy constructed using a leather suit stuffed with a
mixture of sand and sawdust contained in bags. The
dummy was dressed in 5 types of clothing, and in each

Hill used the following equation to calculate the
coefficient of friction from his test results.

fp =

v p0

2

1.00

Coefficient of Friction

test, the dummy was held, face up, horizontal to and
approximately 0.1m above the ground. It was released
from the rear of a vehicle. The speed at release and the
distance traveled by the dummy along the road
between first contact and rest were measured. The
pavement in all tests was a dry, airfield tarmac.

0.90

0.80

0.70

0.60

(19)

2 gs

0.50
10

Hill found a coefficient for body to road surface of 0.8,
on average, to adequately represent his test results and
he used that value for calculation of vehicle speed from
pedestrian throw in actual accidents.
Correction for Impact
However, Eq 19 does not take account of the effect
caused by the vertical impact which occurs when the
dummy strikes the road surface. The impact may be a
significant event that must be accounted for when
calculating the coefficient of friction.
Assuming zero road grade, Eq 20 can be obtained from
Eq 8 through 10 (where : = f p),

s=

1
v p0 cosθ −
2 f pg

[

f p v 2 p 0 sin 2 θ + 2 gh

2

(20)

]

Solving for fp gives the following equation that provides
the friction drag from the test results for a zero launchangle (Hill’s conditions).

[

f p = gs + v p 0 2 gh −
( gs + v p 0 2 gh ) 2 − 2v p2 0 gh

]/ 2 gh

(21)

Note that the measured distance in the tests is the
sliding and/or rolling distance s, and does not include
flight range R.
From Hill’s tests, Eq 21 yields an average value of
friction drag of 0.74, less than 0.80 obtained by Hill.
This shows that failure to account for the vertical
impact with the ground results in a coefficient that is too
high. The impact is a significant event that must be
taken into account when calculating the coefficient of
friction.
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Figure 4. Coefficient of friction as a function of velocity; values
calculated from Hill’s data, corrected for impact.

Figure 4 shows the coefficients of friction calculated
using Eq 21 plotted as a function of the horizontal
release velocity for Hill’s tests. Though the scatter in
the data appears to vary with velocity, there seems to
be no discernable trend between the releasing velocity
and the coefficient of friction.
Dummy Clothing Dependence
In Hill’s tests, the
dummy was dressed in 5 types of clothing, and a
minimum of ten tests completed with each. The friction
drag values show an influence of the clothing type.
Through the statistical method called Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA), it was concluded that the
differences in values of friction drag from clothing to
clothing are statistically significant. This suggests that
the coefficient of friction depends on clothing. Values of
f p for the different types of clothing had a range of 0.73
# fp # 0.78 except for nylon which had an average
value of fp = 0.61. So although values are statistically
different, only nylon showed a meaningful change.
Wood and Simms (2000) carried out a similar analysis
of the data of Hill (and others). Accounting for the
impact gave average values of 0.702 and 0.734 for the
coefficient f using Hill’s data.

EXPERIMENTAL THROW DATA
In their 2000 SAE paper, Happer, et al., presented an
extensive compilation of experimental data collected
from vehicle-pedestrian experiments. Some of the
collection is used in this paper after grouping into to 3
categories. The first corresponds to actual accidents
with adult pedestrians, where corresponding values of
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Figure 5. Normal probability plot of the deviations of Hill’s
measured throw distance values from the throw distance index
curve.

v c0 and sp are obtained through reconstruction of the
accidents.These include data from Dettinger (1997), Hill
(1994), Kramer (1975) and Sturtz (1976). The next
category corresponds to wrap trajectory collisions with
adult sized dummies where sp and v c0 are measured
directly. These data came from Kramer (1975), Kuhnel
(1974), Lucchini, et al. (1980), Schneider and Beier
(1974), Severy (1966), Stcherbatcheff, et al. (1975) and
Wood (1988). The final category used child sized
dummies with relatively high vehicle fronts so that the
collisions all were forward projection types. These data
are from Lucchini, et al. (1980), Severy (1966) and
Sturtz (1976).
A value
Preliminary Analysis of Experimental Data
of f eq corresponding to each data set was calculated by
minimizing the sum of squares of deviations of each
data point from the index curve given by Eq 13. If Eq
13 were an exact model, then the deviations of the
experimental values from the curve (sometimes
referred to as residuals) should behave as normally
(Gaussian) distributed, random experimental "error"
and should plot as a straight line on normal probability
paper. Furthermore, the deviations should have a mean
of zero and a small standard deviation. A plot of the
throw-distance deviations of Hill’s data from Eq 13 is

Experimental data
Model (Monte Carlo
Simulation)
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Figure 6. Normal probability plot of the deviations of Schneider’s
measured throw distance values from the throw distance index
curve and deviations between the throw distance index curve and
values from a Monte Carlo random sample of the model.

shown in Fig 5. The points lie roughly along a curve,
antisymmetric about zero. This implies a narrow,
symmetric distribution with wide tails, but close to
normal. The mean (50% probability point) is 0.11 m
and the standard deviation is 3.12 m. Unfortunately, not
all data sets have such nice characteristics. Figure 6,
using Schneider’s data (open squares), is more typical
of those showing possible “non-normal” behavior.
These deviations are biased with a mean of -1.64 m
and have a standard deviation of 3.42 m. Moreover,
the points do not have a straight line trend. For
comparison, a random sample of 11 points was
generated using a Monte Carlo simulation of the model
equation. These points also are plotted in Figure 6. Two
parameters were given normal distributions, N(<, F),
where < is the mean and F is the standard deviation.
The statistical distributions used in the Monte-Carlo
simulation are fp = N(0.80, 0.20) and 2 = N(4.21, 0.80).
The sample points of the model more closely follow a
straight line, reflecting the normality of the distributions.
The apparent non-normality of the experimental
variations cannot be explained but must be either from
experimental events not observed and/or reported or
from effects not included in the model.

Table 1. Default values of Model Parameters

Q( u, v) =

∑ [s

With no experimental error and an exact model all
deviations between them would be zero. So the better
the model and the more tightly controlled the
experiments, the closer the points pass through 50%, 0
and the more vertically they will be aligned (small
variations). Since one of the measured variables, v c0,
appears to a power 2 in Eq 13, deviations may not lie
along a straight line. According to statistical theory, in
such a case deviations may have a distribution other
than normal. Deviations of all data sets were examined
and most of the probability plots showed some bias; Fig
6 is one of the "least normal". Variations of few data
exhibited normality and there seemed to be no single
discernable common trend.
COMPARISON OF MODEL WITH DATA
The process of fitting the model to the data sets was
done in a consistent fashion. Selected parameter
values were found using the method of least squares.
Except for those parameter values found by curve
fitting, default values were used. These are listed in
Table 1. In all cases the impulse ratio, :, representing
the friction at ground impact was chosen to equal the
pedestrian drag factor, fp, that is, : / f p. This was done
since there is no information on which to establish any
other value of :. Model parameters that could have
been fit include h, xL, f p, " and 2. When experimental
values of these were unknown, they were assigned
"typical" values and held fixed. So, for example, h = 1
m for adult tests and 0.4 m for children (forward
projection). For wrap collisions, xL was modeled as
shown in Fig 3. In wrap collisions, " was held fixed at
" = 1 and fp and 2 were found by the fitting procedure.
For the forward projection cases, the launch angle was
held fixed at 2 = 0/ and values of fp and " were found
by the fitting procedure.

pm ( u, v )

n

p

a2, deceleration of vehicle, 0.5
fp, pedestrian-ground drag factor, 0.7 # fp # 0.8
h, pedestrian cg height at launch, 1 m (adult),
0.4 m (child, forward projection)
m c, mass of vehicle, 1125 kg
m p, mass of pedestrian, 65 kg (adult) and
30 kg (child)
xL, pedestrian displacement from primary
to secondary vehicle impacts, 0 m
(forward projection), Fig 3, (wrap)

− s pe

]

2

(22)

where u and v represent the fitted parameters, n
indicates summation over all n values in a particular
data set, m indicates model value of sp and e indicates
an experimental value of sp. In the wrap experiments,
Q(u,v) = Q(f p,2); in the forward projection cases, Q(u,v)
= Q(f p,"). Initially the fitting process was found to yield
spurious values and so the Q(u,v) surfaces were
examined. It turned out that each Q surface formed a
trough in (u,v) space and the minimum would jump
from one place to another along the trough. This is
because a change in 2, for example, can be
compensated to some extent by a change in fp, forming
a very shallow minimum. The same sort of behavior
held for forward projection data. Because of this
behavior, it was necessary to constrain fp. In all cases
f p was constrained to lie between 0.7 and 0.8. These

60

Pedestrian Throw Distance, m

", velocity ratio, 1.0
2, launch angle, 0/ (forward projection)
n, road grade angle, 0/
:, pedestrian-ground impact impulse ratio, f

The method of least squares was used to fit the model.
The quantity Q was minimized, where
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Figure 7. Dettinger’s measured throw distance, the throw
distance index curve and the Brach-Han model curve.
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Table 2: Results of Fitting Brach-Han Model
Source
of Data

Experimental
Conditions

Dettinger
Hill
Kramer
Sturtz
Kramer
Kuhnel
Lucchini
Schneider
Severy
Stcherbatcheff
Wood
Lucchini
Severy
Sturtz

2

fp

feq

"

h

vc0 = f(sp)
Model
A
B

adult/reconstruction 0.70

0.8

7.3/

1.0

1.0

3.83

2.05

adult/reconstruction 0.64
adult/reconstruction 0.65
adult/reconstruction 0.68
adult/dummy/wrap

0.7
0.8
0.8
0.60

0.7

5.4/
5.8/
5.0/
5.2/

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

3.70
3.89
3.93
3.70

1.86
1.66
1.68
1.52

adult/dummy/wrap
adult/dummy/wrap
adult/dummy/wrap
adult/dummy/wrap
adult/dummy/wrap
adult/dummy/wrap
child/forward projection

0.68
0.59
0.74
0.63
0.42
0.50
0.46

0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.7
0.7
0.8

4.5/
13.1/
4.2/
9.7/
35.0/
24.9/
0.0/

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.3

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.4

3.95
3.63
3.97
3.74
3.21
3.26
3.04

1.79
1.76
1.97
1.80
1.38
1.83
0.32

child/forward projection
child/forward projection

0.57
0.55

0.8
0.8

0.0/
0.0/

1.2
1.2

0.4
0.4

3.37
3.30

0.32
0.32

* Values in bold type are from fitting the models to the corresponding experimental data; others are default values.

particular values were chosen for two reasons. First,
from a physical standpoint, because of the presence of
the flight phase (with essentially no drag), fp must be
greater than feq. With few exceptions, values of feq were
found to be greater than 0.6 (see Table 2). Secondly,
Hill’s measurements indicate a mean value of 0.74.

Reconstructed Wrap Collisions
Figures 7 and 8
show 2 of the 4 data sets of adult/reconstructed, wrap
collisions with both the least-square index and model
curves. Data in Fig 7 are from Dettinger data and Fig 8
from Sturtz. The model curves fit the data slightly
better. The experimental points in Fig 7 show a much
smaller deviation (scatter) from both curves; Fig 8 is
one of the data sets with high scatter.
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Figure 8. Sturtz’s measured throw distance, the throw distance
index curve and the Brach-Han model curve.
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Figure 9. Sturtz’s measured throw distance compared to different
Brach-Han model results.
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Figure 10. Measured throw distances of Wood and Stcherbatcheff,
the throw distance index curves and the Brach-Han model curves.

Table 2 contains the results of fitting of all of the
selected data sets. For adult'reconstructed wrap
collisions, the equivalent drag coefficients ranged
between 0.64 and 0.70. In all reconstructed wrap
collisions cases, the fitting procedure gave values of fp
at the constraint boundaries and gave (unconstrained)
launch angles between 5.0/ and 7.3/.
Figure 9 shows 3 model curves fit to the
adult/reconstruction data of Sturtz. These illustrate the
sensitivity of the model to the fitted values. The leastsquares model curve is the solid line. Upper and lower
dashed curves represent the result of arbitrary changes
of 2 and f p. The upper dashed curve is for the default
values and for 2 = 10/ and fp = 0.2 while the lower
dashed curve is for 2 = 0/ and f p = 1.0. Not all of the
experimental points are included between the dashed
curves. This is not because of a lack of flexibility of the
model, however. Each of the points can be fit exactly.
For example, with all default values, the measured
throw distance of Point A is given exactly for 2 = -10/
and fp = 1.26. Point B is matched by 2 = -15/ and fp =
0.15. Unfortunately, there is no way to know if these
parameter values are realistic for these experiments.
Points A and B seem unusually high and low,
respectively.
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Figure 11. Schneider’s measured throw distance, the throw
distance index curve and the Brach-Han model curve.

This type of
Adult Dummy Wrap Collisions
collision had many more data sets available; seven
were used in the fitting procedure. Table 2 shows the
results. In all cases, fitted values of fp were at a
constraint boundary. Stcherbatcheff’s and Wood’s
experiments gave noticeably low values of the drag
index. In addition, fitting to the model produced high
values of launch angle, namely 2 = 35.0/ and 2 =
24.9/, respectively. Their data and the fitted curves are
shown in Fig 10. Underlying reasons for the differences
of the launch angles of Stcherbatcheff and Wood and
the rest of the cases are not known, except to say that,
for given vehicle velocities, the corresponding throw
distances were larger than the other data sets.
Arbitrarily omitting Stcherbatcheff and Wood, the
average value of launch angle for wrap collisions is
7.3/. This compares reasonably well with the average
value of 2 = 5.9/ from the adult/reconstructed
experiments.
Figure 11 shows Schneider’s data. This is the data
whose statistical distribution of deviations is plotted in
Fig 5. Neither the model nor the throw distance index
curve could be forced up high enough by the fitting
procedure and so 9 of the 12 points lie above the curve
(note, 2 point have the same values). This is what
causes the high bias in the mean value of the
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Figure 12. Lucchini’s measured forward projection throw
distances, the throw distance index curve and the Brach-Han
model curve.
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Figure 13. Sturtz’s measured forward projection throw distances,
the throw distance index curve and the Brach-Han model curve.

cases is that the fitted value of the velocity ratio,
deviations seen in Fig 6. Whether this reflects a
problem with the experiments or a deficiency in the
models is not known.
Three sets of data
Forward Projection Collisions
were used in this comparison, all done with child-sized
dummies and high-front vehicles. Data are from
Lucchini (1980), Severy (1966) and Sturtz (1986).
Fitting was done for a fixed launch angle of 2 = 0/. The
dummies had an unknown center-of-gravity height so a
nominal value of 0.4 m was used. In addition, the
distance xL was fixed at 0. The least-square fitting
procedure was used to find values of " and fp (where
0.7 # f p # 0.8). Fitting of Eq 13 to find feq provided
values of f eq = 0.46, 0.57 and 0.55 for the Lucchini,
Severy and Sturtz data, respectively. The data sets all
were quite different. Figures 12 and 13 show the fitted
results and data of Lucchini and Sturtz, respectively.
Lucchini’s data is concentrated near 2 velocity values
with little scatter whereas the Sturtz data, with
considerably more scatter, covers a much wider
velocity range. Both the index curves and the model
curves are very close for all 3 forward projection data
sets.
A somewhat surprising and interesting result from these

*

Table 3: Results of Fitting the Reconstruction
Model, Eq 13
Experimental
Data
Source
Dettinger
Hill
Kramer
Sturtz
Kramer
Kuhnel
Lucchini
Schneider
Severy
Stcherbatcheff
Wood

Conditions
Type
adult/reconstruction
adult/reconstruction
adult/reconstruction
adult/reconstruction
adult/dummy/wrap
adult/dummy/wrap
adult/dummy/wrap
adult/dummy/wrap
adult/dummy/wrap
adult/dummy/wrap
adult/dummy/wrap

Collision Type
Adult: reconstructions & dummies
Child: reconstructions & dummies
Adult/Reconstruction
Adult/Dummy
Child/Reconstruction
Child/Dummy
Reconstruction: adult & child
Dummy: adult & child

A
3.88
3.65
3.65
3.71
3.48

B
3.13
0.67
0.79
1.20
0.31

3.52
3.58
3.84
3.15
2.81
3.14

0.00
1.55
3.61
0.00
0.00
0.00

3.33
3.24
3.55
3.21
3.28
3.16
3.52
3.20

0.40
0.74
0.60
0.24
0.87
0.20
0.94
0.25

* The coefficients A and B were found by fitting the data directly
to Eq 17
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Figure 14. Model parameters A and B fitted to reconstructed
collision data.

Figure 15. Model parameters A and B fitted to dummy collision
data.

ranges from 1.2 to 1.3. This means that the best fit to
the data is for a pedestrian forward launch velocity
about 1.2 to 1.3 times greater than the forward velocity
of the vehicle. The velocity loss of the vehicle due to
the primary impact can be ignored here (child-tovehicle mass ratio used here is 30/1125), so the ratio,
", corresponds to a coefficient of restitution of the
primary (and only) impact. Therefore, the data indicate
that in forward projection collisions, the pedestrian
rebounds from the vehicle at a speed about 20% to
30% higher than the vehicle. All experiments used
dummies and it is not clear if this phenomenon differs
for humans, but the effect is consistent and significant.

with collective adult/dummy data.

Roof Vault & Somersault Collisions These collisions
are not discussed here to any great extent since there
seems to be no experimental data available. For these
collisions it is expected that xL typically would be larger
than for corresponding wrap collisions. The launch
angle, 2, could be expected to take on values near or
greater than 90/ and the factor " could very well be
less than 1.
The quantity Q
Fitting of the Reconstruction Model
(u, v) again was minimized, but where

Q(u, v ) =

∑ [v

c 0m ( u, v )

− vc 0e ]

2

(23)

n

where n indicates summation over all n values in a
particular data set, m indicates model value of v c0 and
e indicates an experimental value of v c0 and (u,v) =
(A,B), Eq 17. This fitting was done without any
constraints. Table 3 summarizes the results. Figure 14
shows a single curve with A = 3.52 and B = 0.94 plotted
with collective adult/child/reconstruction data. Figure 15
shows a single curve with A = 3.20 and B = 0.25 plotted

Comparison of the values of A and B in Table 2 to
those in Table 3 illustrates an extremely important
difference between fitting of empirical and physical
models. The fitting process of EQ 17 done to reach the
values listed in Table 3 was unconstrained and, in
effect, no different than finding the constants c1 and c2
in Eq 12. Consider the implications of one of an
example pair of values of A and B from Table 3. For
the data of Kramer, adult/dummy/wrap, A = 3.48 and B
= 0.31. Also note that from Eq 16,

f p = (B − xL ) / h

(24)

If, for the experiments, the "average" value of the
distance, xL is about 1.0 m and the average cg height
at beginning of launch is about 1.0 m, then the
corresponding value of pedestrian-ground frictional
drag from Eq 24 is f p = -0.69. This certainly does not
make physical sense. This demonstrates why fitting of
the throw model earlier in the paper was done to
physical constants. It also indicates why using a
constraint was necessary when fitting the drag factor,
f p.
A comprehensive comparison of the reconstruction
model with constrained comparisons with experimental
data and with results of other mathematical models is
planned for a separate paper.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
An analysis, including a correction for impact effects, of
Hill’s direct measurements of pedestrian-ground friction
yields an average value of 0.74 and indicates that
values between 0.7 and 0.8 are appropriate for f p (for

an asphalt surface). Values of fp greater than 0.7 also
are expected since fitted values of the overall throw
distance drag factor, feq, are as high as 0.70 and 0.74.
These results are in contrast to considerably lower
values of f p by direct measurements of others. For
example, Fricke (1990) finds values between 0.45 and
0.65 and Bratten (1989), found values in the vicinity of
0.5. Specific reasons for these differences are not
known.
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